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In 1570, several years after the close of the Council of Trent (1545-1563), Johannes Molanus 
published De picturis et imaginibus sacris liber, a guide to the orthodox representation of 
themes and subjects in Catholic art. Two centuries later, in 1771, a new edition of Molanus’ 
fundamental guide to the iconography acceptable to the church was published in Louvain.i In 
the interim, when the Spanish artist and theoretician Francisco Pacheco wrote his Arte de la 
pintura (published posthumously in 1649), he followed Molanus closely in discussing the 
various ways in which the Trinity could – and could not – be represented in art.  According to 
Pacheco, picturing the Trinity as a man with three faces – or with three heads – was strictly 
forbidden as a “diabolic fiction.”ii  Also forbidden was the image of the Trinity in the womb of 
the Virgin Mary, “as though all the three divine Persons were clothed in one flesh.”iii Pacheco 
then turns his attention to the several ways in which the Trinity may acceptably be represented, 



 
including the image of three seated figures, of the same age and dress, with crowns on their 
heads and scepters in their hands.  Pacheco cites as Biblical authority Genesis 18 in which three 
angels appeared to Abraham, though he adored only one.iv  The engraved frontispiece of the 
1670 life of Friar Simon de Rojas, a member of the Trinitarian order who served as confessor to 
Queen Isabel de Borbón, shows the Trinity thus, as “the second person three times,” in the 
form they miraculously appeared to him.v 
  Although this iconography was judged orthodox by Molanus, Pacheco, as did most 
European artists and clergy, preferred the representation of the Father and Son as men of 
different ages, and the Holy Spirit in the form of a dove. However, the iconography of the 
Trinity in Andean art, and in the eighteenth-century Cuzco school in particular, often followed 
Pacheco’s less favored version. The Trinity in the Thoma collection is an iconic example of the 
type, with the enthroned three figures richly robed, crowned by papal tiaras, their feet resting 
on scarlet cushions borne by winged putti.vi 
 According to the sixteenth-century Jesuit missionary José de Acosta, Inca and Andean 
religious observances were “. . .a series of demonic imitations of true belief and ritual.  As . . . 
others had understood it earlier, the devil produces plausible imitations of truth, the better to 
deceive human beings.” Even the Christian Trinity, according to Acosta, had been imitated. 
“In his own fashion, the devil has introduced a trinity into idolatrous worship, for the three 
statues of the Sun [in Cuzco] were called Apointi, Churiinti, and Intiquaoqui, which is to say, the 
father and lord Sun, the son Sun, and the brother Sun.  In the same fashion they named the 
three statues of Chuquiila, who is the god presiding over the region of the air where it thunders, 
rains, and snows.”vii 

Because Andeans had thus long conceptualized divinity as consisting of multiple 
personalities, the Christian Trinity of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit came 
to be widely pictured throughout the Viceroyalty of Peru as three identical young men.  
Missionaries may have found that this iconography facilitated understanding of a very complex 
theological concept.  As MacCormack asserts, “In the Andes . . . the heterodox Trinity became 
ubiquitous, precisely because it was capable of evoking a pre-Christian and widely held 
belief.”viii  The clergy were not reviving pre-Christian beliefs, but rather interpreting some 
aspects of earlier beliefs as God’s preparation of the Indians for the truths of Christianity. 
Nonetheless, “The central doctrines of Christianity could not be accommodated to Andean 
interpretations, and indeed, the vast majority of ecclesiastical works of art in the Andes depict 
Christian ideas and teachings according to the traditional iconographies.”ix In this case, Cuzco 
artists followed an orthodox iconography approved by Johannes Molanus, the spokesman of 
the Council of Trent in matters artistic. 
  The Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, in his Comentarios reales, recalled the difficulty that the 
translator Felipillo had when Father Valverde asked him to explain the Trinity to the Inca 
Atahualpa: “to say God triune in one, he said: God three and one are four, adding the numbers 
to make it understandable [...] and he could not say it any other way because to state many 
things about the Christian religion there are no words nor manner of expressing them in that 
language of Peru, how to say Trinity, triune and one, person, Holy Spirit, Faith, Grace, Church, 



 
Sacrament and other words like that because those gentiles are totally ignorant of them.”x 
Perhaps paintings of the Trinity like the one in the Thoma collection were helpful. 
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